Many minerals in the geological realm behave as solid solutions with one of the most common of these being the Feldspar series. Combine this with lower symmetries and it can be difficult to both index and differentiate these minerals. One final complication is that the phase files available for these phases may be for chemical compositions that are much different from the actual sample. This presents many difficulties in indexing the EBSD patterns. Understanding the differences in the patterns with small changes in chemistry and atomic positions can help the analyst get more correct orientations and less noise in geological EBSD data. Using dynamically simulated EBSD patterns, it is possible to model the differences between the members of the solid solutions to come up with strategies to increase the precision and accuracy of indexing routines.
To simulate EBSD patterns for each phase, a base phase file was needed for lattice parameters, space group and atomic positions. A search was performed on the AMCS database [1] for the base phase name. The data was then compiled in a spreadsheet to look at both consistency of lattice parameters with other entries, geologically relevant experimental conditions (pressure/temperature) or natural specimens. The selected phase data were used to create a master pattern file used to simulate individual EBSD patterns [2] . A pattern was then simulated for each phase. On visual inspection, the majority of these simulated patterns appear nearly identical (see Figure 1 ).
A normalized dot product between these simulated patterns [3] was calculated to quantify how different the patterns are from each other (see Figure 2 (a)) in order to better understand indexability and phase differentiation. As a baseline, albite patterns were simulated for orientations between an orientation of 1 = 30°,  = 30°, 2 = 30° to a second orientation rotated 10° in 0.1° steps from the first. This provides a baseline to correlate the normalized dot product with misorientation (see Figure 2 (b)). As noted in [3] , the normalized dot product correlates well for small misorientations (< 1.5°) but not for large. Note that for a conservative estimate of 0.5° for Hough based indexing angular precision, the corresponding pattern difference metric is 0.95. This would suggest that when the normalized dot product is less than 0.95 the two phases should be differentiable. Comparing this tolerance value to the table in Figure 2 (b) suggests that the phases between the Albite and Sanidine end members should be relatively easily differentiated whereas the phases between Albite and Anorthite would be more difficult but still possible. That said, current methods using the Hough and reflector lists may need careful optimization focused around differences between the phases to consistently achieve reliable results. Another option would be to use chemistry assisted indexing [4] , but long collection times may be required to get quantifiable differences in chemistry between some members. Another approach is to use dictionary indexing for characterizing these minerals [5] . While the results shown suggest this would be a good approach, for these low symmetry materials such an approach is computationally intensive especially if a small average misorientation (e.g. 0.5°) in the sampling of orientation space is needed for differentiation between phases. 
